April 2018 Grounds Board Report 13 volunteers put in 116 hours
Tuesday 4/03/18 20 hours
Wow, great turnout for April. Lee, Blahnik, Bob Fillion, Charlie Jones, Don Kelly, John
Kangas, Bob Muldoon, Brent Gordy, Jim Owen, Bill Studer, Denny Dahl, Gary Moe and Jack
Zenz continued to clean up cactus. This time around the Nature Path. That took about an
hour and then we finished up at Rio Fuerte entrance. We have a little more to do there. Denny
continued to work in the shed, organizing working on the security system. Big thanks to
everyone.
Friday 4/06/18 16 hours
Ron Sills took the push mower and started to mow around the Nature Path. Dick Bierman and
Mark went up to the entrance and tried to get at that broken branch, they did remove some
missle toe. Lee Blahnik, Dave Koch, Bob Muldoon and Jim Owen removed the cans of cactus
from the Rio Fuerte wash and finished up along the Nature Path. Denny Dahl continued to
work in the shed.
Friday 4/13/18 20 hours
A great turnout today. Denny Dahl continues to transform the shed. Mark did some security
and walked irrigation behind Blue Fox. Dick Bierman, Lee Blahnik, John Frederickson, Dave
koch, John Kangas, Bob Muldoon, Jim Owen and Jack Zenz finished up the cactus cleanup
north side of the Rio Fuerte wash and then cleaned up the rattle snake cactus behind Dick's
place. The snake had moved on.
Tuesday 4/17/18 14 hours
Busy morning. Denny Dahl continues to improve our shed. Mark Koruga, Lee Blahnik, John
Frederickson, John Kangas, Bob Muldoon and Jim Owen moved some railroad ties and did
some trimming and a lot of irrigation work behind Blue Fox.
Friday 4/20/18 16 hours
Denny was painting and working on the shed. Mark John F.,and Lee were helping HD trim up
some cactus and Larry, Bob M., Dave and Jim were working in the wash. Miguel was
finishing up the Rio Fuerte erosion project. Everyone was pretty busy.
Tuesday 4/24/18 18 hours
Ron Sills started early and did a great job mowing in the Nature Park. Lee Blahnik worked at
the entrance to the Springs cleaning up the Raven's nest. Mark, Bob F., Bob M., Jim, John K.
and Larry trimmed up some mesquites at the mail boxes in Perry Park and then proceeded to
clean up the Nature trail. Looks like Denny pretty much finished up the shed. Good day
today.
Friday 4/27/18 12 hours
Denny continues to straighten up the shed. Mark, Bob M., Lee, Larry and Jim outlined the
path at the Rio Fuerte entrance, trimmed up some cactus and removed the light on the flag
pole. Easy day today.

